In this paper, we examined several algorithms to detect sentence boundaries in legal text. Legal text presents challenges for sentence tokenizers because of the variety of punctuations, linguistic structure, and syntax of legal text. Out-of-the-box algorithms perform poorly on legal text affecting further analysis of the text. A novel and domain-specific approach is needed to detect sentence boundaries to further analyze legal text. We present the results of our investigation in this paper.
Introduction
Sentence Boundary Detection (SBD) is an important fundamental task in any Natural Language Processing (NLP) application because errors tend to propagate to high-level tasks and because the obviousness of SBD errors can lead users to question the correctness and value of an entire product. While SBD is regarded as a solved problem in many domains, legal text presents unique challenges. The remainder of this paper describes those challenges and evaluates three approaches to the task, including a modification to a commonly-used semisupervised and rule-based library as well as two supervised sequence labeling approaches. We find that a fully-supervised approach is superior to the semi-supervised rule library.
Previous Work
There are several out-of-the-box algorithms for SBD. Most of these algorithms are available in the most commonly used natural language processing (NLP) libraries. These algorithms for SBD are a product of years of research and study of natural language processing. SBD has not recently received much attention from the NLP community (Read, 2012) and is almost always considered a side issue in most NLP research efforts (Walker, 2001) . Most of the algorithms like decision tree classifier (Riley, 1989) , Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) based models as reviewed in (Gillick, 2009) , and the Punkt unsupervised model (Kiss, 2006) proved to be highly accurate and adequate for most domain language data, such as collections of news articles. These algorithms common in NLP toolkits often perform rather poorly in specific domains like the biomedical domain (Griffis, 2016) . We observe the same poor performance on legal and tax documents when an untrained unmodified PunktSentenceTokenizer in NLTK (Bird, 2009 ) was used in Section 5. Algorithms such as Punkt, need to be customized and trained for a specific domain to be effective.
Experiments
We reviewed the following approach:
• Punkt Model with Custom Abbreviations
In-house rule-based SBD gathered from subject matter experts in the organization, where the author is employed at, is reaching its limits when used to process newer legal documents because more current legal documents have complex structures. Python's Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) Punkt model proved to be good enough for some time that we were able to develop several customized models. This unsupervised model approach with Punkt allowed us greater flexibility to adapt to several collections of legal and tax documents.
Nonetheless, we still found some situations that the customized Punkt models were not able to handle. So, we started looking into other methods for SBD. In this paper, we compare Punkt, our customized Punkt model, a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model, and a deep learning neural network approach. Our investigation used the publicly available data in (Savelka, 2017) , available at https://github.com/jsavelka/sbd_adju dicatory_dec/tree/master/data_set
SBD Challenges in Legal Text
Legal texts are more challenging for SDB than most domain language data like news articles because most legal texts are structured into sections and subsections, not like the narrative structure of a news article. Legal texts contain some or all of the following elements header, footer, footnotes, or lists. The most important sections or discussion in legal text are interleaved with citations. The sentences may be extended or spread across lists.
Legal texts also have a very particular linguistic structure. These are spans of text that doesn't follow a standard sentence structure but is considered important part of the text. Here are some problematic language structures that affect SBD in legal text (Savelka, 2017) • Citations in sentences e.g., Thus, even an "infinitesimal contribution to the disability might require full contribution. " (Id., 133 Cal.Rptr. 809 .) The Heaton court also rejected this argument, noting that section 31722 explicitly provided for mental as well as physical disabilities.
The dataset used for the experiments in this paper were carefully annotated to address how each of the described situations above was treated. Protocols were put in place to have consistency as to what is considered a "sentence" in the dataset. Please see (Savelka, 2017) for a thorough discussion of how the sentences in the dataset were annotated.
Data
The dataset contains decisions in the United States Courts (Savelka, 2017 Tokens:
After pre-processing all the Adjudicat ory decisions, the dataset contains 80 documents, 26052 sentences, and the following distribution of labels. 
Punkt Experiment
The Punkt model is an unsupervised algorithm with an assumption that SBD can be improved if abbreviations are correctly detected and then eliminated (Kiss, 2006) . In our investigation of Punkt, we used the PunktSentenceTokenizer without further training and a trained instance with modified abbreviations. Table 2 gives us a summary of the results for Precision, Recall, F1-score, and Support of the experiment. The support column is the number of elements in each class label. The majority of labeled tokens are "I" (Inside), but the end of sentence labels "L" (Last), which we need to target, are most important because it is the token label that represents the end of sentences. The unmodified and untrained PunktSentenceTokenizer gave us a weighted average F1-Score of 0.959 (Table 2) including the predictions for tokens "I" (Inside) the sentences. Excluding "I" (Inside), we get a weighted average F1-Score of only 0.741. A precision of around 65.4% (precision for "L" (Last) on Table 2 ) detecting end of sentences might not be adequate when processing large volumes of legal text. In comparison, (Kiss, 2006) reports an error rate of 1.02% (98.98% Precision) 2 on the Brown corpus and 1.65% (98.35% Precision) on the WSJ. To improve the score of the Punkt model, we trained it and gave it an updated abbreviation list based on the legal text domain. Please see (Appendix A 1) for a sample list of abbreviations that we included in the model. Additionally, we replace '\n'(newline) and '\t' (tab) with space and "(double quotes) with " (two single quotes) for each sentence used for training. The model was trained to learn parameters unsupervised using the cleaned sentences of training set files. were generated using the B, I, and L labels as described in (Section 4). Each document in the test set was sentence tokenized using the model then assigned the appropriate B, I, and L labels to generate the predicted labels for the test file.
Punkt (unmodified/untrained) Results

Punkt (trained/updated) Results
For Punkt, the added abbreviation makes the model slightly better than without training and adding the abbreviation. For the trained and updated model, we get a weighted average F1-Score of 0.966 including the "I" (Inside) labels and 0.777 excluding the "I" (Inside). We see about the same F1-score on the weighted average excluding the "I" (Inside) labels. The precision on "L" (Last) labels slightly increased as well. Precision is still low compared to the performance of Punkt against the Brown corpus and WSJ (Kiss, 2006) .
Punkt SBD Errors
Both
Punkt(untrained/unmodified) and Punkt(trained/updated) used periods to segment sentences which do not work well with legal text.
Sentence segmentation as labeled:
In (Liu, 2005) . A sentence is an excellent example of an observation sequence. CRF's are being used successfully for a variety of text processing tasks (Liu, 2005) . We build on Savelka's (2017) work on using CRF for SDB for legal text.
Feature Extraction for CRF Experiment
Features were extracted for each token using a window of 3 tokens before and after the token that is in focus. For those 3 tokens before and after, we extracted a total of 8 features based on the characters in the token. The combination of those features represents a token in our feature space before being used to train the model. The features used in this experiment are based on the simple features mentioned in (Savelka, 2017) . Some sample features are IsLower, IsUpper, IsSpace (see Appendix A 2 for feature sample). Using sklearn_crfsuite CRF, the model was trained using a gradient descent L-BFGS method with a maximum of 100 iterations with L1 (0.1) and L2 (0.1) regularization. The CRF model gave us a weighted average F1-Score of 0.985 (Table 6 ) including the predictions for tokens "I" (Inside) the sentences. Excluding this, we get 0.893. The precision on "L" (Last) labels for the CRF model is acceptable at 92.8%.
CRF Results
Predicted
As indicated in the frequency distribution (Section 4), the "I" (Inside) labels are the majority of the tokens. The huge number of "I" (Inside) presents an imbalance for this classification task but excluding "I" (Inside) for learning, we would lose the tendencies of the corpus. Keeping the "I" (Inside) during training would preserve the semantics of the sentences.
CRF SBD Errors
Here are some of the CRF's most common errors:
1. Citations as sentences 
Neural Networks Experiment
After CRF, token context gives a significant performance gain for detecting sentence boundaries. The imbalance of the class labels is an inherent characteristic of the SBD task because sentence endings would occur at a rate, we see in the distribution frequency in written legal text for however many labeled training examples.
We experimented with a deep learning neural network representing sentence tokens as a fixed dimensional vector that encoded the context of the text using word embeddings. Gensim word2vec (Mikolov 2013) was trained on all the Adjudicatory decision data pre-processed as tokens as described in Section 4 in 200 epochs. We used an embedding size of 300 using the skip-gram model with negative sampling. Please see Appendix A 3 for the Gensim Word2vec parameters that were used.
Neural Network Training
The neural network was trained using the training data, pre-processed as described in Section 4. Each sentence token is represented as the concatenation of the vectors of word2vec embedding using a 3-word window plus 8 features (See Appendix A 4) similar to the one we used in CRF experiment, which will be the input vectors to the network.
The neural network model's architecture is a stack of Bi-Directional LSTM with a softmax output layer. The model was trained for 40 epochs using an Adam optimizer with learning rate set to 0.001 and categorical cross-entropy as the loss function, a validation split of 15% and shuffling. We opted to use categorical cross-entropy because of its tendency to perform well on an imbalanced training set. Early stopping was also employed for up to 38 out of the 40 epochs (model training will stop if we see the model's loss increase after 38 epochs). The model was tested using the test data set.
8.2
Neural Network Results 
Neural Network SBD Errors
Conclusion
Out of the box sentence tokenization from popular NLP libraries like NLTK maybe be good enough for most general domain NLP tasks. However, in the legal domain, a Punkt model needs to be trained and updated to have reasonable performance on SBD especially for use with large bodies of legal text. The custom abbreviations with the Punkt model that we use are a product of the legal expertise within our organization. Without such expertise, labeled legal domain text can be used to train several algorithms to do SBD on legal text.
The CRF approach proves to be the most practical approach after comparing the results of our experiment. The neural network model's performance on token classification did not translate to a better SBD compared to the CRF Model. Ease of training and testing are an advantage of using the CRF approach. There is room for future improvement for both the CRF and the neural network approaches. For CRF, collocation features might be helpful. A different word embedding like BERT or weight balancing might improve the performance for the deep learning neural network model.
The publicly available data used in the experiments above are limited and constrained, but it is a good starting point. There is a lot more variety of legal text that was not represented in the data -for example, tax documents, dockets, and headnotes.
CRF Sample Feature
['bias','0:lower=,','0:sig=,','0:len gth=1','0:islower=false','0:isupper= false','0:istitle=false','0:isdigit= false','0:isspace=false','-3:BOS','-2:lower=patrick','-2:sig=CCCCCCC','-2:length=long','-2:islower=false','-2:isupper=true','-2:istitle=false','-2:isdigit=false','-2:isspace=false','-1:lower=maloney','-1:sig=CCCCCCC','-1:length=long','-1:islower=false','-1:isupper=true','-1:istitle=false','-1:isdigit=false','-1:isspace=false','1:lower=on','1:sig =cc','1:length=2','1:islower=true',' 1:isupper=false','1:istitle=false',' 1:isdigit=false','1:isspace=false',' 2:lower=behalf','2:sig=cccccc','2:le ngth=normal','2:islower=true','2:isu pper=false','2:istitle=false','2:isd igit=false','2:isspace=false','3:low er=of','3:sig=cc','3:length=2','3:is lower=true','3:isupper=false','3:ist itle=false','3:isdigit=false','3:iss pace=false'] Legend:
-3 = before -2 = before -2 = before 0 = current token 1 = after 2 = after 3 = after bias = string constant BOS = Beginning of Sentence EOS = End of Sentence lower= token in lowercase sig= word shape of token C=upper case character c=lower case character D=digit length= length of token (< 4)= str(len(token)) (>=4 token <=6) = "normal" (>6) = "long" islower = binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are in lower case isupper = binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are in upper case istitle = binary feature which is set to true if the first token character is upper case the rest is lower case isdigit = binary feature which is set to true if all character tokens are digits isspace = binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are whitespace
Gensim
Word2Vec training parameters sg=1, hs=1, window=5, min_count=100, workers=4, negative=10, ns_exponent=1 sg = skip-gram model hs = use hierarchical softmax min_count = ignores all words with total frequency less than this workers = no. of worker threads negative = negative sampling ns_exponent = negative sampling distribution value of 1.0 samples are proportional to the frequencies
Neural Network input additional Features
isUpper = binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are in upper case isLower= binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are in lower case isDigit= binary feature which is set to true if all character tokens are digits isSpace= binary feature which is set to true if all token characters are whitespace isPunctuation= binary feature which is set to true if the token is a punctuation Next Word Capitalized = binary feature which is set to true if the next word's first character is capitalized Previous Word Lower= binary feature which is set to true if the previous word's first character is in lower case Previous Word Single Char= binary feature which is set to true if the previous word a single character
